
Band Members: 

Tomas Kompanik (bass),
Jakub Spiszak (drums)
Adam Miškovič (guitar)

Manager: 
Zuzana Kernova, +421 907 920 734, 

zuz@ourstoriesband.comzuz@ourstoriesband.com
Sound info:

Jakub Spiszak, +421 915 367 174, 
hi@ourstoriesband.com

Web:
http://www.ourstoriesband.com/
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Stage Plan + Tech Rider
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Backline
Band requires following backline 
provided by the promoter:

Drums:
22“ or 24” kick
13“Rack Tom + Snare Stand
16“Floor Tom
- Preferred brands are Tama/Pearl/Mapex
1x monitor, standard 6 piece kit of microphones if needed

Band brings the Band brings the rest of the drum kit.

Bass Guitar:
- Preffered amps are Ampeg/Fender/ Local Backline
If amp not available the bass is played via DIBox (we require a lowpass filter 
around 6kHz to filter out the harsh high frequencies when 
distortion pedals are on)
Monitor
MicMicrophone for speech between songs.

Guitar:
Band brings their own Kemper Profiler and Guitar Cabinet
The amp is not miked. We use 2xmono XLR for direct output. 
The two mono channels are panned Hard L and Hard R to create stereo image

We also require a data projector pointed on the band for visuals

At least 5 230V sockets at the stage.
IdeallIdeally, please, no front of stage lights at the bass guitar and guitar player, 
thank you.

In case of any questions contact Jakub Spiszak.

We would appreciate if one hour would be reserved for setup and soundcheck.
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Guest list
Our Stories would appreciate up to 4 people to be allowed 
on the guestlist and granted backstage access.

Merchandise
Promoter (venue) will provide a place at the venue suitable for selling 
CDs, T-shirt, etc. 
The band is entitled to the whole profit from their sold merchandise.

Catering Rider
We would really appreciate if some of the following refreshments 
would be provided by the promoter at the venue, thank you:
Water
2x non-alcoholic beer
4x normal beer
Fruit
Finger sandwiches or other sFinger sandwiches or other savoury snack/light food are most welcomed. 

Thank you for having us!


